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• Introduction to Site-Specific Quality Plans
• Examples of Quality Risks
• 5 Questions
• Summary



Introduction to Site-Specific Quality Plans

Site-Specific Quality Plans require team buy-in and 

team follow-through to stay relevant to the project. 

Quality Risks are not gone at schedule completion.
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Examples of Quality Risks
P r i m a r y  t o  S e c o n d a r y



Examples of Primary quality risks
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• Civil
• Concrete
• Framing – Wood/Steel/etc.
• Envelope – Roofing
• Openings
• High Energy
• Commissioning – MEP
• Usage of Cranes
• Design – Interior/Exterior
• Legal / Ops Impacts
• Others?



Examples of Secondary quality risks
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• New Designs
• New Customers
• New Subcontractors
• New Market / Location
• New Employees – Training / Staffing
• New process – Prefabrication, modular components, etc.
• Schedule – phasing, pull planning, weather
• Procurement / Logistics
• Design – Interior/Exterior
• Budgetary concerns
• AHJ
• Others?
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The 5 questions that the 
Site-Specific Quality Plan should answer

1. Why?
2. What? 
3. Who?
4. How
5. When?



Why an effective Site-Specific Quality Plan?
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Risk items should be tracked to successful resolution 
using tools that organize and prioritize quality risk items 
to provide a clear definition of the risk item, the potential 
outcomes, level of severity, and potential for occurrence 
or reoccurrence. Intention is to mitigate the quality risk, 
not to transfer the risk within the project or organization.



What is an effective Site-Specific Quality Plan?
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• Identifies the quality risk scopes
• Identifies the intended outcomes
• Identifies specific needs of all project stakeholders
• Identifies alternative unintended outcomes
• Identifies mitigation methods 
• Identifies accountable parties
• Identifies key contributing parties



Who is involved in an effective Site-Specific Quality Plan?
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Project Executive

Project Manager

Project Engineer

Superintendent

Quality Manger

Customer Architect

Engineer of Record

Trade Partners

Trade Partners

• Which project stakeholders should be engaged in developing the SSQP?
• Who will be responsible?
• Who will be accountable?
• Who will be consulted?
• Who will be informed?



How to format an effective 
Site-Specific Quality Plan?
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• Company-level Quality Management Plan template
• Electronic document management platform
• Cloud-based application
• Individual, custom-made document

Mechanism to identify the Primary Quality Risks, Secondary Quality Risks, perhaps 
Tertiary Quality Risks. Identifies probability, impact, or severity. Identifies 
mitigation methods and key indicators for efficacy. Communicates accountability 
for follow through of the plan.
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We create this every time
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How we display quality



When to start an effective Site-Specific Quality Plan?
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• A successful approach to assessing and managing quality risks begins early in the project and 
includes all key project stakeholders. Managing the quality risks is a long-term process. 
A process that doesn’t end at schedule completion.

• When is too early?
• RFP
• GMP
• Pre-construction
• When do you stop?
• Risk task completion
• TCO
• Closeout
• Warranty
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SUMMARY

In the dynamic built environment that we find ourselves in, effective 
Site-Specific Quality Plans are living and breathing with the project 
team, growing, and evolving as the project develops to its conclusion 
as a successful execution of our customers’ expectations. It is up to 
each one of us to identify and help implement the best possible way for 
our business to accomplish this for each and every project.
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THANK YOU
• Micah Stanton
• micah.Stanton@fortisconstruction.com
• www.fortisconstruction.com
• https://www.constructionqualitycouncil.org/

http://www.fortisconstruction.com/
https://www.constructionqualitycouncil.org/
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